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With an increase of questions and answers than any other edition, the Encyclopedia of Counseling, Fourth
Edition, continues to be the only publication you need to pass the NCE, CPCE, and other counseling
examinations. Every chapter has brand-new and updated material and The book’s new and improved
coverage incorporates a variety of vital topics, including social media, group work in career counseling,
private practice and nonprofit work, addictions, neurocounseling, research trends, the DSM-5, the new
ACA and NBCC codes of ethics, and far, much more. is still written in Dr. Rosenthal's lively, user-friendly
style counselors know and love.
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Great overview of counseling material!The book:Rosenthal goes over an abundance of information in the
book that covers each section of the exam, your final overview, and tables for the stats section to provide
a better visual. I bought this book with the CD's and paid attention to them frequently throughout my
drives to and from college. I also spent about 3 months studying this entire book. I wasn't amazed when
entering the test and it sensed familiar (make no mistake, the exam will be hard, but you'll have an idea
how it is organized and the types of queries you will notice). It had been very readable, rather than too
boring, so I'll give the man credit for that. And really, I'm uncertain what else I would suggest. The only
issue I had though that has me ding one start off the book, because actually it may be 5 superstars and I
almost gave it that, is normally that the queries in the book are not almost as hard to response as the one's
on the NCE. I cannot get into any detail, however the NCE felt very difficult, the answer options were
more difficult than in this reserve, and it really caught me by shock. I would still recommend this most of
all. A lot of us were worried about how we did and we used these study materials. If you feel like you
bombed it, don't worry, you probably still passed, and in the event that you studied well, you probably do
better than you think. I'm so mad because this reserve is costly and I'm currently studying for the CPCE.
But not just did I complete, I got a very high score!! I experienced the app on two products, so I had more
possibilities to use the exam mode.So, I've got to provide a large amount of credit to Dr. Rosenthal's
materials. I think they really helped, actually if it wasn't identical material or the same sort of questions. I
proceeded to go in feeling very confident and I immediately felt like I hit a wall on the first page. The
material is quite comprehensive. This is actually the worst Routledge publication I've ever bought. If you'd
been studious in reading your textbooks through the entire program then you're probably going to possess
a leg-up on this check. But assuage your fears of moving and keep in mind, the minimum cut-off ratings
are very low. Overall, this publication is ideal for a comprehensive review but the wording of the
questions is NOTHING like the wording on the exam- I assume that's due to the CPCE copy correct laws,
but simply keep that in mind when you research. The median ratings are hardly above half. However,
email address details are in, and many (hopefully all) of my classmates appear to have passed. Great
review of crucial concepts and information, Recommend using the app too... I approved the NCE! To
begin with, I purchased this reserve to study for the NCE and used it in conjunction with Rosenthal's app
and the outcome was that I exceeded!A short summary of the App:The app explains almost all the
information the book does. It has two modes: a study mode (Multiple choice for every section with instant
correct/incorrect responses and a opinions tab to explain why), and a test mode (you may take each
section three times) (Multiple choice for each section in a single uninterrupted sitting, with percentage
scoring and reporting at the end of the last query, and view a stats page which has a bar graph of your
ratings). Its yet questions, but I found that despite the fact that the questions were yet, it helped instill
those ideas, which in turn helped me to better answer questions on the test. Misses the mark slightly in
regards to what the exam is really like. My real issue may be the binding. However, there have been
questions that were very similar to many he proceeded to go over even though other queries were
different, I got adequate enough info from the review that I could still reply them with better judgement
and narrow down my answers. Again like the app, the questions and review of answers, helped instill the
ideas and information therefore i could better answer the exam queries. His queries are also create in the
same style as you will notice on the examination, which is definitely something I really liked about this
book. I got through it just a couple of days before the test in October, 2017. When taking the exam, in the
event that you come across queries that make you go "Um, this wasn't protected even vaguely at simply
by Rosenthal", after that you may have come across a few of the 40 experimental queries that are tossed
and not scored by the end of the exam. Again his book is a review, so he can't take into account
everything, but he does thoroughly go over the key concepts which will most likely arrive on an
examination.How We used the publication and app together:We used the app initial to check my overall

performance and to create a baseline of my ratings in each section ( Personally, i recommend this method
and that means you don't go in blindly learning and feeling like you're getting nowhere). It’s easy to
understand and comprehend. WHEN I finished each section, I'd get back to the app on study mode and
consider that section again. I'd feel the study setting multiple times too. I was shocked by how well I did
so! finding a score in the next positive standard deviation. Use multiple materials This book may be the
main thing I used to review for the CPCE. Need some more materials on ethical issues and the right
procedure or a stream cart. I also studied for approximately per month, but had good solid studying for
weekly before the exam.Things to consider:There are going to be different factors as to how well you
carry out on the NCE (and other exams) though not limited to this list:1. For myself, my graduate program
yields the best passing price on the NCE for its graduates in my own state (just how well your system has
done in your education, and how well you learned/retained information could affect your score)2. How
well you study3. The length of time you prepare prior to the examWell that all I have to say, all the best
on your exams! It provided good explanations for answers, and a lot of questions to practice with. i would
recommend this book to anyone completing their comps or learning for the NCE. I took my test August
2018 and I needed a 90 have scored 102. I'm not a fan of Rosenthal's efforts to become chummy -- it
often comes off as condescending. Buy it! Terrible quality The information itself is fine, even if there are
several cringe-worthy passages. I enjoyed that I could test myself an learn more about the incorrect
answers simultaneously. I hope it goes without saying that the exact questions will not show up on the
examination. My reserve has essentially fallen apart after light use. And of course I missed out that I got a
bad copy until 4 weeks after I bought it (it sat on my bookshelf a long time before I started studying it).
Each of the lines on the backbone are where it provides come apart from merely being opened. I haven't
yet go through the complete book so I'll be interested to discover what the binding appears like once I
obtain farther through the book. I was very worried about moving at all, let alone successful. This book
must endure for when I research for the NCE and it's really not even supporting during the first read
through. The material I felt blind sided on was obscure, so you're gonna miss some, period. Excellent
Product We passed the NCE without issue; You may question "well weren't you merely remembering
your answer each time after you had taken the practice test? While I did remember some, exceeding the
review also helped to solidify in my own mind why that reply was the correct reply (remember on the
examination while some email address details are technically correct, the exam wants the very best correct
answer). Furthermore there is almost not discussion of feminine problems both had several queries on my
check. The purple book was the only thing I used an his app an I exceeded. Wow So much info. This will
become very helpful for getting ready to turn into a counselor!" Well, yes and no. It's an excellent book
that undergoes each section on the exam utilizing a question by issue format. There is an explanation of
each answer choice after each question that accumulates future ideas as you undertake the reserve. You
can miss like, literally fifty percent of the exam and still pass. I would recommend this publication over
the Rosenthal assessment app any day because of them having the same questions (the book has twice
the quantity of questions compared to the app) and the "Boot Camp" section in the back of the book (the
best thing concerning this book) is not included in the app. 5 stars 5 stars Lo recomiendo Muy buueno
Five Stars Great condition ! Good luck! Five Stars continues to be useful daily CPCE and NCE I used this
to review for my CPCE and NCE. Not really a cram book This is a massive book an not one to use as a
cram session. The best book This book plus his CD’s helped me pass my exam. Then i started the process
of going right through the publication and reviewing the sections I obtained lowest in and worked well
my method up. As I was acquiring the test I sensed like I had noticed multiple of the questions before.
Strongly suggested. BUT if you're studying for the NCE/CPCE- use this reserve AND the green one
collectively.
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